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Radiance is...
Where you will draw to you, create, and strengthen your inner brilliant
core so you can release your powerful rays of medicine to help heal and
create a better world. 

Yes, that is a powerful vision.

In this program and community, you will build up the business strategies
to help you more powerfully radiate your Beautiful Brilliance Magic so that
your Soul Work gets out into the world in a bigger, stronger, steadier and
more impactful way.

You have everything you need inside you…strengths, expertise, passion,
and now you can have a group to help you gather your energy, power,
and confidence for a steady stream of emitting your passionate message.

Radiance perfect for you if…You are looking for a powerful community of
like-spirited and like-committed business owners who consciously want to
grow their business from the inside out. 

A big part of this program is a group value that each member has unique
Beautiful Brilliance (expertise, talent, gifts, experience and connections)
to share with the group so you can up level faster and with more ease.

We will ride the waves of change of 2022 together!
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In Radiance you'll...
to lift you higher than you could do alone.

Lean into the group resonance 

We will be focused on a series of Passion
Projects – internal and external. The external
being custom to each person from Beacon
Marketing Strategies, to coaching programs,
new business models, list builders, or projects
getting your Soul Work out more visible. 

Focus/Incubate Passion Projects 

You’ll see where you get stuck and where your
beliefs, karmic patterns, hold you back and how
to move from these default patterns to new
sourced and resourceful ways of being and
doing.

Consistently practice energy shifting and
alignment 

so you can more fully and confidently unlock
your message and share it with your Soul Tribe
and become known for your message, brand
and unique medicine.

Step into opportunities to share your voice

energetically and by owning your Radiant
Leadership Presence in your creative offerings
and marketing strategies.

Call your Soul Tribe to you 

as your inner Passion Project.
Own your Radiant Leadership Presence 



Constantly checking in with yourself for what is needed now…rest,
slowing down, listening & reflecting, testing ideas, moving forward
wholeheartedly. Trusting the true dance of creation in
entrepreneurship.

Practice calibrating your business and personal energy systems

Where you are seen, heard, loved and championed and called forth to
be in alignment with your heart’s truest desire and your natural
radiance.

Lean into this nurturing nest of support all year

in all forms into your life and business.
Dissolve the blocks so you can allow and receive Abundance 

So that you working WITH your natural rhythms, business energy,
global energy and the Universal Abundance Current.

Working with Flow 

cultivating a deep relationship with divine intelligence to help guide you 
Co-creating with Source 



Shared Vision and
Values

Through focused marketing, collaboration,
partnership, and simplified social media

Simplify & Amplify 

This is a call to owning your self authority. Your
medicine matters. Your life, health and energy
matter. Committing to creating a business that
supports your life and a life that supports your
business. 

Self Leadership 

Embracing authentic, personal, nurturing
strategies that honor your community. Letting go
of the need to manipulate and create false
urgency. Owning the value of your gifts and
services – your medicine -as a solution for the
right people who are looking for answers, relief
and support.

Conscious Business Strategies 

That is real, conversational, and connective
rather than using “marketing speak.”

Liberating and Sharing your True Voice 

Developing your plan and a commitment for time
to fill up, connection with wisdom, down time
away from the demands and creations and
pressure to listen, feel, see what is needed.

Reflection Time 



Shared Vision and Values
Committing to yourself and the community that you (and we) are co-
creating with something bigger than ourselves. Living and creating as
though the Universal Abundance Current is here, now and everywhere
and always accessible. Magic and Miracles are always available. 

Walking through Life expecting Magic & Miracles 

Together supporting each other in creating a conscious relationship
with technology. Letting it support us, make our business easier but
not running us and ruining our nervous systems so that we can’t be
present(which is our greatest gift).

Mindful Technology 

Developing the conviction, trust and faith that you already have
everything you need. We are here to chip away at what you don’t
need/what is getting in the way of your brilliance and polish so that
your light can truly shine and open the path to more success.

Designed to Flourish 



The Radiance
Mastermind Includes:
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These calls are focused on moving your
Passion Projects forward and sharing with the
group for for coaching, masterminding and
resourcing.

2 Group Calls per Month 

 1 Private Coaching Call each month

Virtual or In Person Retreat. Tentatively
scheduled in September. If in person – it will be
in Georgia or Virginia. (East coast)

3-4 day Group Retreat

Smaller supportive circles to support each other
in keeping your projects alive and expanding

Sangha Circle

You’ll also receive the monthly  Joyful
Business Studio - Feb – Nov ($970 value)

Bonus

Monthly Get Stuff Done That Matters Day
2 hours every month to specifically focus on
getting work done that matters and holding each
other accountable.

It’s a 10 month program - through November 30 
Radiance starts February 14, 2022.



Laura West
Laura has a passion for helping coaches, healers and change-makers
create and grow highly profitable businesses without soul-crushing
marketing strategies, hard hustle or cookie-cutter formulas.

is a Creative Catalyst for Business, author, and speaker and
CEO of the Center for Joyful Business

You are Designed to Flourish!
Your creativity, sensitivity and unique way of approaching the world are your super powers!

For the past 20+ years, she’s coached thousands of entrepreneurs on how to identify and
claim their unique brilliance, creative expression, and rebel marketing style in order to
joyfully build a business that creates big ripples in the world (… and big deposits in their
bank account.)

She’s the creator of Creative Coaching Tools, Elegant Enrollment, Fun & Fabulous Follow-
up and many other educational programs for heart-based entrepreneurs. She’s also the
author of The Joyful Business Plan, a creative right-brain plan for your business.

She loves walking by the ocean as much as possible, art journaling, and going on creative
adventures with her friends while supporting her two sons while they navigate adulting!
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